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Trials & Temptations, pt. 2 – James 5:13-5:20                                                 June 27, 2021 

--Quotes are taken from Dainel Doriani, James (Reformed Expository Commentary), P&R, 2007.  

 

1. Responding to sickness and sin (5:13-18) 

A. Prayer and Praise in the Christian life (v. 13) 

1. Like 1:5, in response to suffering we should pray. 

 Prayer should be a normal Christian work (present, ongoing tense). 

 Times of suffering call for greater prayer as ppan appropriate response. 

2. When things go well in our life, we should (literally) sing “psalms.” 

 When things go well, we often get proud or forget to say thanks. 

 We should take both joy and sorrow to God; often we take neither to Him. 

B. Help for the Severely Sick (v. 14-15) 

1. Sick –  

 Some disagree on whether this refers to physical sickness or a metaphorical, spiritual weakness.  

 Best to take the majority view that this focuses on physical sickness. 

2. Call for the elders –  

 In the case of severe sickness, the one who is sick (or those caring for him/her) should call for the elders of 

the church. 

 Notice this is a private affair, they don’t call a particular person who is known for his healing gift, they call all 

the elders – who equally bear responsibility to pray for the sick one. 

 Since the elders are supposed to be holy men (1 Tim. 3 and Titus 1), their prayers should be those of 

“righteous persons” (v. 16) and be especially effective. 

 The elders pray for healing – not for a miracle per se. Healing can be miraculous and it can seem ordinary – 

but it is healing nonetheless, that they pray for (however God chooses to give it). 

3. Anointing with oil –  

 The anointing with oil, and the impression that others must pray over the person who is evidently stuck in 

bed lead many to think that the sickness is a special, severe case. The context seems to indicate this being 

the case. The term for sick can mean “weak” or “powerless.” 

 Some see a medicinal purpose for the anointing with oil (Luke 10:34), but parallels in Jewish culture and the 

need for the elders argue for a symbolic use – signifying that God is present with them and sees their need. 

It is a “physical action with symbolic significance” (Moo, quoted in ZECNT) 

 Not a Catholic sacrament of “last rites” or “extreme unction” as the purpose/hope is physical healing.  

 This ceremony seems intended to instill hope and faith in the one prayed for. It can symbolize God’s power, 

and the Holy Spirit’s presence. 

 Mark 6:13 shows that anointing and healing were done by the disciples, so there is precedent for James’ 

instruction here. (possibly laying on of hands is implied, Mark 6:5) 

 The focus however, is on prayer (ultimately God), as the effective cause of healing, not the oil. 

 For severe cases of sickness, some kind of anointing with oil by elders in a private setting seems appropriate 

– but not much more detail is spelled out by Scripture so we need to be careful to not go beyond what is 

written or to overlook what is. 

4.  “The Prayer of Faith” –  

 May hearken back to 1:5-8, single-hearted prayer that doesn’t doubt that God can or will answer. 

 Seems to connect faith to healing, and thus lack of healing to lack of faith.  
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a) This is not what we see when we study Jesus’ healing however. About half the time Jesus responds to 

faith, but the other half he is trying to “induce or strengthen faith where it is weak or nonexistent.”                                                                                               

-- James (ZECNT), C. Blomberg & M. Kamell, pg. 250 

b) James just reminded his readers that we cannot presume on God’s will – 4:15. (Cf. Mt. 7:7-11 and 6:10). 

c) Additionally, we don’t see the good Christians always getting healing in the NT – Timothy (1 Tim. 5:23), 

Trophimus (2 Tim. 4:20), Epaphroditus (Phil. 2:25) and even Paul (2 Cor. 12:7-10). 

d) But 4:2-3, and 1:5 does remind us that some things are given us only when we pray. 

5. Healing and Forgiveness –  

 The language of “save” and “raise him up” can be taken two ways – spiritual salvation and physical rescue / 

raise up from sickbed, raise up to eternal life in the resurrection. This hints that sometimes these prayers 

heal the soul but don’t heal the body. 

 Additionally, this hints that sin may lie behind our sicknesses. The Greek construction = James is not 

suspecting that that this sick one did commit sins, but he holds out the possibility in other cases.  

a) In James’ day, people overspiritualized sickness – every sickness had a spiritual cause (cf. Job’s friends). 

b) In our day, we underspiritualize it. All sicknesses have a microbial / natural cause. 

c) We need to avoid both errors. We shouldn’t seek despondently for the sin causing our sickness, but we 

shouldn’t dismiss the Scriptural connection that some sins do lie behind some illnesses. (Lk. 5:20, Jn. 5:14, 1 

Cor. 11:30, Acts 12:23, Ps. 32:3-4, etc.) Yet, Jn. 9:1-3 and Paul’s own case of 2 Cor. 12:7-10 remind us sin is 

not always the cause of illness. 

 God provides spiritual healing and forgiveness – but he exhorts us to confess our sin.  If God brings to mind 

some sin in the midst of our prayers for forgiveness – 5:16 requires us to confess it. 

C. APPLICATION: Will we seek healing? Will we have faith enough to pray, call the elders? 

D. Confession and Sin (v. 16) 

1. Don’t build a theology of confession of every sin from one verse. Be careful not to go beyond Scripture. 

2. In context, the confession is “to one another” not to the elders. There is a broader referent. Everyone has 

responsibility to keep short accounts with each other in the body. We should seek friends like this. 

3. Three basic kinds of confession:                  (see also Matt. 18:15-18) 

 Confess secret sins to God as the One we have wronged. 

 Confess private sins to the one or few we have offended. 

 Confess public sins publicly. 

4. Prayer of a righteous one, is powerful, “when it is exercised”/“as it is working” – hence we should pray. 

E. An Example of “The Prayer of Faith” (v. 17-18) – Elijah  (Semitism – “by prayer he prayed/prayed with a prayer” = 

prayed intensely) 

Conclusion: Practical Response to James’ Message (5:19-20) 

A. In light of riches and poverty, trials and suffering, and a life of wisdom – some will wander from the truth. 

1. Anyone among you – indicates likely someone who strayed from the church (again Greek grammar has this a 

general possibility not an actual expected thing) 

2. The call to restore such a backslider is not given to the church leaders or elders, but to everyone – this is a 

community responsibility (but note Gal. 6:1). Again (as with v. 16), Matt. 18:15-18 stands behind this communal 

call to prevent people going astray (cf. Matt. 18:10-14) 

B. We must seek and challenge them to endure and get life (1:12), doing this rescues them from death/sin. 

1. The grammar is ambiguous on who is rescued from death (could have Ezek. 3:18-21 in view) 

2. The possibility of some going astray points to a communal responsibility, there may be corporate sins that are 

covered when the wayward come home (not just their own sins). 


